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OfGcial church documents such as conferences, convocational debates and assembly 
proceedings are used to see how the reactions of the various Christian groups were 
presented publicly beyond their own congregational audience. Papers of archbishops, 
bishops, clergy and ministers, and denominational administrators, their 
correspondence, reports and minutes of meetings give the more private side of 
deliberations. These source areas taken together generally give more of a 'top-down' 
impression of denominational reactions, but do not necessarily exclude other voices. 
For broader views of confessional reactions, church or sectarian journals and 
confessional newspapers have been mined for articles and letters to obtain a section of 
lay opinion as well as the various viewpoints of leaders or those holding office in 
some capacity. Private journals and diaries, as well as personal papers and oral 
recollections, complement and extend these sources still further. 
The organization of the chapters are split along denominational lines, with 
each religious group studied in a separate chapter. The chapters following the Erst 
one each have a conq)arative element to them Chapter 1 takes the response of the 
Quakers, also known as the Friends, as its subject of enquiry. The chapter looks at the 
interaction of denominational specific themes such as the concern of Friends to 
remain true to their values of universalism and non-partisanship, as much as a study 
of Quaker responses in Britain and Germany to antisemitism and refugees fg. 
Their practice of action over public debate and historical practice as 'behind the 
scenes' lobbyists is also considered. The absolutist paciGst stance of Quakers is also 
studied in terms of its relationship to their reAigee policy. 
Chapter 2 looks at a similar sized movement, the Unitarians, and the 
relationship between general Unitarian concerns to their reaction to Jewish refugees. 
The declining world situation, the German Church Struggle, the persecution of 
Christians, and the nature of Judaism feature prominently as themes of this chapter. 
19 money Friends tried to target other groups of refugees, helping Jewish refugees only 
occasionally as individuals in speciGc circumstances already outlined. Such policies 
reflected the ambivalence and ambiguities of Quaker policies towards Jewish refugees, 
5)r while Friends were sympathetic, there were also elements of unease when dealing 
with Jews as Jews. Aspects of Quaker policy at the International School in Ommen 
illustrate this point. 
Overall, a con:q)lex, flexible, yet partly contradictory pattern emerges. On the 
basis of rejectii^ particularism (aid to a favoured group) and supporting non-
sectarianism (aid to all, regardless or religion or political opinion), Quakers 
paradoxically aided Nazi prisoners, but refused initial support 6)r Christian children. 
Additionally, while holding liberal views on education and supporting 6eedom of 
worship, the Quaker International School in Holland required conqiulsory attendance 
at Quaker services. Lastly, Quakers were opposed to treating the refugee crisis 
sectionaUy, yet British Quakers become identiSed with the cause of 'non-Aryan 
Christians'. 
75 in Germany. This is where the crisis began and prior to 1938 IJrutarianscUdiiot see, in 
the immediate way that British Quakers based in Germany saw, the everyday brutalities 
and ogeriences of Jews and others targeted by the Nazi regime. 
Quaker success and experience in fund raising, and the 6ct that their 
refugee/relief committee was backed at all levels of their organisation, was a key 6ctor 
in their prodigious efbrts. Quakers had the beneGt of a highly organised, strongly 
centralized 'government' at the heart of their movement. Their rescue and relief 
committees were alsoin part 6om the central organisation. The Friends' 
organizational and administrative structure, both in Britain and abroad, helped towards 
its success. Unitarians were much more decentralized, and despite the existence of the 
General Assembly, did not have extensive, well established organizational structures to 
deal with overseas aid and relief in Britain. The existing Unitarian committees were 
much more inward looking, even parochial, dealing with issues such as ministers' 
salaries and education. 
Quakers set out to aid groups they believed were less likely to 5nd support 
elsewhere. As a result, Jewish refugees were not their priority and they became the 
champions of a particular group of 'racially' defned Christians known as the 'non-
Aryan' Christians. Unitarians did not approach refugee policy in this way and while 
refugee work developed out of relief work Ar co-religionists, it was not bound to that. 
Czech based Unitarian workers did re&r Jewish cases to Jewish re&gee committees, 
but also retained some of these cases. They also aided political refugees and other 
Protestants as well as Catholics. The separation of 'non-Aryan' Christians 6om other 
Christians spoke of 'racial' diGkrentiation and questioned the notion of a Universal 
Church. Unitarians did not raise or engage in this issue in the way other denominations, 
including the Quakers, and it is appears that refugees (Jewish, Christian and political) 
were aided on the basis of their refugee status rather than as discrete subgroups. 
Help to a very small number of Jewish refugees both in Britain and abroad was 
achieved. Given that funds were extremely limited. Unitarians were only able to 
function eSectively when joining 6)rces with other refugee organisations abroad and at 
home. This work of individuals received the 'blessing' of the General Assembly, but 
was not backed by Amds. Indeed the GAFC conversion of the Re&gee Fund into an 
advisory committee as opposed to its maintenance as a fundraising body suggested that 
the General Assembly was out of step with its own membership on this issue. 
115 Cbristadelphians had been engaged in raising funds to aid Jews settle in Palestine. In 
the 1930s they extended this activity to helping Jewish refugees who had entered 
Britain. The reaction of these two groups contrasted with the other larger Christian 
groups. Methodists and Unitarians as well as Anglicans looked to each other and 
especially the Quakers to provide guidance on this issue. Individuals within 
Methodism and Anglicanism consistently bemoaned denominational lack of action 
and praised Quaker and Jewish efkrts. In contrast, Christadelphian work Ar reAigees 
was virtually unknown outside of its own and Jewish circles. 
There were also other diGerences of 'style'; Quakers worked in close 
cooperation with other Jewish and non-Jewish committees; exchanging in&rmation 
and cases, gratified by non-Quaker support. Christadelphians also worked in 
conjunction with other refugee committees, but were more reticent about their 
relationships with outside organisations. Choosing instead to concentrate on their 
own projects, Christadelphians remained aloof 6om the main refugee committee 
network that developed by late 1938. Once Bloomsbury House was established as a 
centre 5)r refugee organisations, they did not relocate as did other Christian relief 
committees because they had no separate or dedicated machinery developed for 
reAigees. Their refligee rehef 'organisation' consisted of a few dedicated workers who 
pre&rred to concentrate on their own ventures. 
From Birmingham, central funds 6)r both child and adult Jewish refligees were 
collected and sent on a regular basis to Jewish refugee organisations. Unlike other 
groups, whose funds fell in other areas as their adherents switched donations to the 
cause of Christian (and to a much lesser extent, Jewish refugees), Christade^hians 
managed to maintain their existing donations which they had traditionally made to 
Jewish projects in Palestine. Policy discussions about who to aid or how to react to 
German antisemitism did not appear in the pages of the main fellowship's journal or 
within internal committees minutes as was the case for other Christian groups. 
Religious precepts determined that Jews would be the recipients of aid and the issue 
of'non-Aryan' Christians was seen as irrelevant and ignored. As centralized 
administrative structures were absent within the 611owship, the 6rums 6om within 
which policy discussions would arise were lacking. Nevertheless, this did not prevent 
152 the preparation of a community-wide plan of action, which was coordinated and 
successfully enacted. 
Christadelphians effectively split the responsibilities of funds raising and case-
working into two distinct centres. Birmingham raised funds and 6rwarded these to 
Jewish case-working committees (this distinction also applied to the hostel in 
Edgbaston as the day to day running of the home was under Jewish communal 
authority). Case-working was devolved to Rugby because of the initiative of an 
individual there already concerned with the plight of refugee children. 
A pattern seen in other Christian groups serves as a contrast and comparfsoA 
for the Christadelphian fellowship. Responses within Unitarianism, Methodism and 
Anglicanism were oAen initiated by 6irly high-ranking or high proGle individuals 
who raised the refugee cause, and through their eSbrts (as opposed to leadership 
directives) managed to elicit interest &om the laity of their respective movements. 
This support was never truly widespread but it was significant. Within 
Christadelphianism it was traditional for an interested individual to initiate a 
programme of aid and gain support 6om other brethren within his own ecclesia and 
beyond through word of mouth and a notice in the main journal. At least half of the 
wider &Uowship were at one time or another actively involved in fundraising efkrts 
and a proportionately large number of children were given hospitality in 
Christadelphian homes. Thus, although initiated by 'low-ranking' individuals, the 
diOuse network of ecclesias and members took up the cause through their biding and 
this effectively became a movement wide programme. 
Brother Alan Overton followed in the Christadelphian tradition of beginning a 
group which he dominated and continued until the need was met. Touring the British 
Isles, he became the movements' roving spokesman on the issue, informing his co-
religionists of the need to ofkr hospitality to refugee children, both as individual 
Christadelphians and as a community. The Rugby committee, through his almost 
single-handed ef&rts, rapidly became the case-working wing of the fellowships' 
response to the refiigee crisis. Supported by a small band of helpers, he vetted and 
processed applications by Christadelphians 6om Bournemouth to Ormskirk and tried 
as much as possible to keep siblings together as well as the mothers of child 
applicants nearby. When he was unable to place an increasing number of Jewish 
153 terms interchangeably to create a positive image of what they were doing. 
From what has been previously outlined, Methodist responses to antisemitism 
in the 1930s can be categorized into Aur distinct themes. The Grst was the need for 
Christians to recognise that they had a duty of care 5)r peoples in need; the second, 
that antisemitism in Europe was a stain on European civilization and history; thirdly 
and more specifically, that Methodists should resist antisemitism as un-Christian and 
should seek positive relations with British Jews around them. Lastly, Methodists must 
not use the poor treatment of Jews by Mzz/f as a reason to sever links with Ger/Maw: 
it was essential to maintain Mendly relations with Germany despite the flaws of the 
present government. 
Reactions to reAigees were more difficult to untangle. Methodist writers, 
consistently upheld the communal response of British Jewry, highlighting it as an 
example to emulate. Moreover, it was clearly established that Jewish aid eSbrts did 
not stop at tending to their own co-religionists. Christians were helped too. The need 
for a Christian response was accentuated by contrasting Jewish ef&rts with lack lustre 
responses by Christian Churches in Britain. The themes of Christian charity, 
neighbourliness and aid to victims of oppression Grst developed in articles about 
antisemitism, were recalled, in new discussions about refugees. The need for Christian 
action in the 6ce of the re&gee crisis was reiterated, and this was to be regarded as 
part of a penance &r the historical wrongs committed by Christians against Jews in 
previous centuries. In conclusion, however, it was noted that Jews were not alone in 
their persecution, there were also a large number of Christian reAigees who needed 
help and this should be a special concern 6)r Christians. 
For so long, the refugee issue was seen by Methodists as a 'Jewish problem'. 
The Nazi regime had excluded Jews 6om social and political life in 1933 through 
legislative means and physical harassment. Refugees who fled these measures were 
generally (although not solely) Jews. Refugees and Jews &om Germany became an 
almost synonymous concept in the public mind. As Nazi 'racial' terminology crept 
into the language of everyday use, however, the term 'non-Aryan' also entered the 
discourse on refugees. As previously stated, under Nazi theory, a 'non-Aryan' was a 
Jew or a pro&ssing Christian with a Jewish relative or spouse. As these 'non-Aryan' 
Christians as well as Jews fled Germany, the issue of aid to 'non-Aryan' 
refugees arose. 
180 unthinking adoption brought criticism 6om other churchmen, most notably the bishop 
of Durham. Nevertheless, Bell emerges as an early supporter of refugees in general 
and Christian refugees in particular. Indeed, he emerges as an unfailing and untiring 
champion for the 'non-Aryan' Christian, second only to being identified in Britain as 
one of the Chief proponents of the German Con&ssing Church and a supporter of 
Niemoller. His activities certainly sensitized internal Church opinion and lay 
Anglicans to the issue of Christian refugees, but this was not always to great practical 
effect. Nor is it certain that the 'racial' distinction was properly understood or helpful 
to the cause of either Jewish or Christian refugees. 
A further approach was that ploughed by Bishop Headlam, chairman of the 
Council on Foreign Relations with Foreign Churches. His comments in respect of 
Jews were reprinted in 6scist publications in Britain and his letters to were 
appreciated by Nazi supporters in Germany. While he might have defended his most 
outrageous comments as directed against communism and socialism - his equation of 
socialism as 'the creed of the German Jew' and Bolshevism as a 'Jewish ideology' 
can hardly have suggested a positive appreciation of Jews. His theory that Jewish 
'behaviour' was the reason for Jewish persecution was at one with Nazi beliefs. 
Ultimately, his comments gave aspects of Nazism and particularly its antisemitism an 
acceptable 6ce. His direction of the Council on Foreign Relations, one of the more 
likely structures through which any pressure might be brought to bear on the Nazi 
regime through its many in&rmal government contacts, was never pursued because of 
Headlam's insistence that it act within strict terms of re6rence which declared 
commentary on Nazi antisemitism and totalitarianism as political meddling. Yet at 
the same time he indulged in these acts himself using his position to excuse Nazi and 
German actions. Sympathetic to various aspects of Nazism (its anti-Bolshevism, its 
conservatism and authoritarianism) the bishop of Gloucester was a vociferous 
de&nder of Germany against real and imagined critics. Determined to dismiss the 
worst aspects of the regime and to downplay Jewish sufferings, he was at best 
oblivious to the Jewish situation, and at worst, hostile to it. Moreover, the weak 
reaction of Church colleagues and the Primate himself to Headlam's role as an 
outspoken and pugnacious defender of Nazism demonstrates a Ailure of nerve. In 
addition, it must be concluded that Headlam's continuance in ofRce demonstrated an 
281 that the refugee crisis was one that concerned the whole community, not simply 'a 
Jewish problem'. Equally, it sought to highlight the Act that Christians suffered 
under Nazism too. While it claimed to be non-sectarian and stressed parity as a 
policy, it &voured Christian children over Jewish children. It received over double 
the number of Jewish applicants, yet aided the same amount of Jews and Christians. 
In its desire to be considered 6ee of bias, it downplayed the specificity of Nazi 
antisemitism It thus failed to acknowledge that Jews were more likely to apply 6)r 
aid because they were more likely to be aSected by policies as the primary target of 
Nazi 'racial' policies. Christian applicants were therefore received in higher numbers 
through this committee. 
The Movement for the Care of Children 6om Germany and later RCM were 
beset with the problems encountered by a hastily assembled structure. Its founders 
were driven by the desire to remove and save as many children, mainly Jewish, 6om 
an uncertain and limited future. Mostly managed and run by volunteers, the 
fimctions of which would be difBcult 6r seasoned aid workers or administration 
professions, the organization tried to accomplish several functions ranging 6om 
rescue to Astering. There was little time to research offers of homes sufficiently and 
many children were poorly matched with their British hosts, some suffering 
emotional, physical or sexual abuse at the hands of their 'be&ienders'. There were 
also a charge that the Movement allowed Jewish children to become Christian, by 
placing them in Christian homes. The Movement did not receive enough offers 6om 
Jewish homes, had not intended to operate a series of long term hostels (only short-
term accommodation) and put priority of getting more children out than building 
inj&astructure. Moreover, many within the general Christian public, rallied by the 
Lord Baldwin broadcast, wished to open their homes and these offers were taken up 
readily. In contrast. Christian fundraising bodies such as the CCR did not wish to aid 
Jews and Arced a division of aid provision between Christian and Jewish refugee 
bodies. 
In addition to the organizational perspective, the JGWerfrawaporfe should also 
be understood as it was experienced by the XfWer themselves. What emerges, even 
where stories were "happy", is the tremendous sense of loss: loss of identity, loss of 
family in Germany and loss through the separation of siblings once in Britain. The 
loss of language and the loss of country and culture and finally the loss of religious 
318 identity or that identity becoming problematic. The disruption and truncation these 
children &lt at the time through their parting 6om parents, homes and the hves they 
had known, continues as adults. Their lives did not continue as planned but were 
interrupted with little or no explanation, begining again in an alien and sometimes 
unwelcoming environment. 
The wrench 6om Germany in many cases, was not accompanied by an outlet 
through which to express that loss because of language barriers and lack of 6mily and 
Mends. Some experiences in Britain with 6milies conqx)unded these losses. 
Host 6milies were unable to relate to the children's experience and were sometimes 
insensitive to their charges' experiences. A section of ksterers imposed conditions 
that were highly problematic ranging 6om the prohibition against use of their former 
language and conversion. It is also true that children were not always homed for 
strictly humanitarian reasons but 6)r their utility as unpaid child minders and 
housemaids. There were also pressures to "fit in", to Anglicize in very short periods 
of time (which in many cases meant 'Christianize'), in either direct missionaiy 
activity or in indirect ways. 
Earlier chapters showed that Christian organizational rescue policies were 
geared in the main towards 'non-Aryan' Christian children. The 
illustrates the work of Christians on an individual level, which was not led by policy 
6om 'on high' directly. Some Christians, who sought to aid the integration of their 
Jewish child charges into British society, saw the Aision of 'Englishness' and 
Christianity as a conflagrated identity. It is here that we see that attitudes to Jews 
&om Christian education and Christian scriptures intersected with ideas of 
'Englishness' that excluded 'Jewishness' on both counts as an 'other'. 
319 refugees 6om Nazism between the years 1933 to 1939. These approaches ran the 
gamut 6om outrage, compassion, caution, minimizing, rejection and even repudiation. 
Responses were by no means set, and were apt to change with time and 
circumstances. Within the various Christians groups at various times, however, there 
were also dif&rences in stress and substance so that no one monoHthic reaction could 
be discerned. Instead, several strands could be elicited &om each group which at 
varying points overlapped with each other, and at times diverged 6om one another. 
What emerges more equivocally, is that Christians, with the exception of 
Christadelphians, did not make Jews the recipients of fundraising nor rescue policies 
until 1938, and thereafter only as part of a specific programme known as the 
Prior to 1938, high ranking Anglican clergy and other church leaders, on an 
individual basis, joined in public protests and spoke out passionately on the general 
plight of refiigees. For the most part, however, the leaders of the various 
denominations wanted to maintain Mendly relations with Germany and prevent war 
in Europe at a time of growing political tensions. As a result, outspoken criticism 
against the anti-Jewish specificity of Nazi persecution was muted, except at certain 
key times, and was continually combined with overtures of Aiendliness. Re&rences 
to the part played by the Allies in bringing about the collapse of democracy in 
Germany through the imposition of the Versailles Treaty were continually made in 
this regard. 
Christian concentration on war was understandable. The possibility and even 
probability of another war haunted many Christians, and particularly Christian 
leaders. In 1933, only jSfteen years had elapsed since the end of the "Great War" and 
the generations who had lived through and survived those years were only just 
entering middle or old age. It has been argued by a number of authors that the legacy 
of the Established Church's role in 'the war to end all wars' had left a sense of 
betrayal amongst many of the general populace. When it appeared that another war 
might be looming, a significant Christian (as well as non-sectarian) peace lobby 
emerged, led by those who had experienced the war themselves as army chaplains or 
^ Davies, Alan and Marilyn F. Nefsky, //bw azkMf were fAe CoMocfion oW 
fAe fZfgA/ cA/rmg Mzz; Em. (Wata-loo, Ontario, Canada: Wil&ed Laurier Univo-sity 
Press, 1997) 130. 
321 who had lived through the war at home, all of whom were eager not to repeat their 
earlier mistakes. 
Even so, British Christians were willing to criticise forcibly Nazi pressure on 
the (jerman Churches to adopt aspects of Nazi ideology and quash their dissident 
voices. They were more circumspect, however, on what the finer points of doctrine 
meant 5)r 'racialized' Christians, also a part of the Universal Church. The m^ority of 
Christian leaders empathised more with those engaged in the unfolding German 
Church Struggle rather than with the larger number of Germans whoj|already 'lost the 
struggle' to retain political and civil rights and this included Christians who fell foul 
of the Nazi 'racial' laws. 
Those clergy and laity who championed the cause of refugees, Jewish and 
non-Jewish, as an example of Christian aid to a neighbour in need, found it difGcult to 
engage the sympathies of their respective colleagues and co-religionists at either 
denominational or collective levels. Furthermore, as the various denominational 
leaders Ailed to develop an unambiguous theological stance on this issue, no refugee 
policy emerged and thus no corresponding organisational machinery was created to 
support relief and rescue. Whilst it became increasingly clear 6om September 1935 
that Nazi 'racial' policies made professing Christians (many of whom had Jewish 
ancestry) as much a target 6)r persecution as German-Jews, action 6)r even these 
refugees remained limited. 
General lay voices were quick to join in public protests organized by their 
clergy and civic leaders throughout the country. They willingly asserted that 
Mendship with Germany could not be maintained at the loss of common humanity. 
Lacking strong, direct and sustained leadership, however, this groundswell quickly 
dissipated and was slow to return and rebuild. Yet an untapped resource amongst the 
general public was later evidenced by the creation of local committees accompanying 
the Similarly, many denominational newspapers, another 
thermometer of lay opinion, were generally critical ofNazi antisemitism and 
sustained this view over longer periods. Equally, these papers were generally 
preoccupied by the German Church Struggle 6r much of the period. 
The reasons for the slow growth in Christian voluntary refugee aid was 
predicated on several assumptions. The first was determined by a common view held 
amongst Anglicans and Free Churchmen in Britain about British Jews and Jews more 
322 generally: namely that the refugee crisis was a Jewish problem and the Jewish 
community in Britain (and worldwide) were Gnancially and organizationally able to 
provide for their German-speaking brethren. The second concerned internal Christian 
assumptions about Christians in Britain; that Christians were more likely to respond to 
calls for aid to Christian as opposed to Jewish refugees and that Christians had a 
special duty to aid Christians refugees. Itj|also the case that some of these assumptions 
were contested within Christian circles and that Christian attitudes were neither 
univocal nor uni&rm 
The issue of 'non-Aryan' Christian refugees illuminates assumptions made 
about 'Christian' duty, on the one hand, and likely Christian responses to refugees 
made by Christian leaders on the other. As previously noted, the most prevalent view 
held that the issue was primarily a "Jewish problem", one to be solved by Jews, rather 
than a common humanitarian concern to be addressed practically by both Christian 
and Jew alike. Another was that Christians would prefer to give to other Christians. 
Confusingly, 'non-Aryan' Christians were seen as both 'Christian' and 'Jewish' by 
different sections, and not necessarily seen as 'Christian' in the 'real Christian-
Christian sense' by much of the Church and wider pubhc. Thus a multiple of 
responses resulted 6om these viewpoints. The Grst was that Christians saw Jews as in 
need of aid rather than Christians, so were less likely to give to Christian refugees 
because of the lack of clarity that Christians suSered under racial and political 
legislation too. The second is that they saw this grouping as 'Jewish' and believed 
that it was not their concern. The third, that although this grouping was Christian, 
they were still 'racially' Jewish, oppressed because of their 'Jewishness', rather than 
their Christianity, and hence they were a 'type' of Jew and again the problem of 
Jewry. When it was realized that the complexity of explaining the intricacies of Nazi 
racial divisions was too confusing and ultimately unproductive. Christian refugee 
activists downplayed the needs of Jews and Jewish refugees in order to highlight the 
needs of 'non-Aryan' Christians. In this way they created a hierarchy ofsuSering, 
which favoured Christian over Jewish refugees. 
The creation of the Christian Council Ar Refugees 6om Germany and Central 
Europe in October 1938 sought to change this situation, but limited its remit to 'non-
Aryan' Christian refugees rather than refugee fe. The reasons 6)r excluding Jews 
6om its remit was predicated on the assumption that the resources of the Jewish 
323 community were sufBcient to cope with Jewish refugees and that Christians would 
want to more interested in aiding their co-religionists. There was also the recognition 
by the Council's Sunders that interest in any group of refugees (including Christian 
refugees) remained the province of a limited number of Christian clergy and laity. 
Refugee bodies specifically organized by Christian groups to help Christian or 
other groups of refugees including Jews, did eventually emerge, but were generally 
poorly organized and severely under funded. The exception to this rule was the work 
of Quakers who initiated relief work under complex policy guidelines 6om 1933. 
Friends organizational structure both in Britain and abroad helped towards its success. 
Quakers benefited from a highly organised, strong centralized 'government' at the 
heart of their movement. Their rescue and rehef committees derived backing 6om 
their central organisation. Quaker experience in fimd raising and the 6ct that their 
refugee/relief committee was supported at all levels of their organisation, 6om the 
executive, the central administration, to the leadership and its members lent to their 
success. 
It is important though, to separate out the mythology of Quaker action A-om 
the historical record. Friends are remembered as the pre-eminent group that helped 
Jewish refiigees escape Nazism. This is only partially the case. Quakers had a 
complex and changing policy which Reused on so called Christian 'non-Aryans' and 
diSered little 6om later Christian groups who also concentrated on this group of 
Christian reAigees. Friends also aided Christian partners (in con^)lementary 
conjunction with Jewish refugee bodies) within mixed Christian-Jewish relationships 
or marriages, and children of such relationships, as well as others who were unable to 
find aid from other organisations. Thus, Quakers did not aid Jewish refugees as a 
priority, but had a policy that enabled their inclusion under specific conditions, unlike 
their Christian counterparts in Methodist and Anglican relief organizations. 
'Jewishness', seen as particularism by Quakers as much as by other Christian groups, 
clashed with the concept of Quaker universalism, and came to a head over the 
children educated in Friends schools in Britain and the continent. Conversionary 
activity was as prevalent here as it was in other Christian settings, no less powerful 
because of its silence and bible education through appeals to Quaker history. As 
Davies and Ne6ky so acutely noted, 'silence' is a subtle thing and the power of 
324 Quakers was in their silence/ 
As 6r as other Christian refugee bodies, committees and ad hoc groupings 
were concerned, aid work began much later in 1937 and 1938, and in the case of the 
Anglican and Methodist aid initiatives was targeted wholly at Christian refugees. As 
discussed throughout this thesis, however, this assistance was variously understood as 
aid for Jewish or Christian refugees depending on perspective and 'racial' attitudes. 
The issue of Jewish refligees generally 6iled to grasp the attention of the 
Unitarian movement. Unitarians and Free Christians did not plan to rescue Jewish 
refugees abroad as part of a pohcy initiative, but did give occasional aid on an Aoc 
basis. Refiigee work grew out of relief work that was initially aimed at Czech 
Unitarians and other Czech Christians. In Britain Unitarian individuals contributed to 
the refugee cause through the network of Local Committees as well as acting as 
guarantors for a small number of Jewish children. Cases of conversionist activity 
existed as did cases where the retention of a Jewish identity was respected. 
Methodist responses to Jewish refugees was limited to the work of a 
committed few who were unable, despite their best eSbrts, to bring both the 
movement and the higher reaches of their Church behind them, except perhaps 
retrospectively towards the end of 1939. Methodists interest were gripped by a debate 
on a response to war which divided the newly reunited Church into opposing sides. 
When the issue of refugees emerged as an interest for Methodists, practical action was 
not directed at Jewish refugees, though it was portrayed as such, on occasion. 
Methodists devised schemes for refugees who were "partly-Jewish" by Nazi racial 
criteria but were Christian by confession. Even this tardy approval by the leaders of 
the Methodist Church did not inspire a detectable public upsurge in Methodist action. 
The reaction of Methodist ministers on a local level dealing with home grown 
antisemitism was more successful, particularly at specific junctures such as in the 
aftermath of the Battle of Cable Street in 1936. In fairness to 'grass-roots' 
Methodism, it is hard to assess the actions of individual Methodist chapels, their 
ministers and laity, as so Httle of this action was reported. Methodist reaction was 
more accurately speaking a loose association of individuals who responded to the 
ef&rts of a few men, who dedicated themselves to the general cause of Jewish 
refugees and the specific cause of 'non-Aryan' refugees. It is significant that these 
^ Davies and Nefsky, Abw az/enf. . p. 123. 
325 refugee activists held leading positions in the refugee aid network outside of their 
movement, Ending greater expression to develop and enact policy 6)r refugees 
beyond their denomination's boundaries. 
Anglican reactions were extremely varied and ran the gamut of several 
position^ exemplified by various bishops and the Primate. Archbishop Lang's 
approach was cautious and inconsistent. He was typical of those in the Church who 
did not identify the Jewish plight as a speciGc denominational interest but was willing 
to speak out on occasion in the company of others. Conversely, Bishop Bell identiJSed 
the need Ar a and church-wide response to the refugee issue, selecting the 
non-Aryan Christians as the Churchs' contribution to the wider problem, and as an 
expression of the Church's mission in action. His consistent use of Nazi terminology 
in the case the 'non-Aryan' Christians continued Nazi racial distinctions in 
contradiction to his stated belief that the Universal Church could not be predicated on 
racial distinctions. At times, his unthinking adoption brought criticism 6om other 
churchmen, most notably the bishop of Durham. Nevertheless, Bell emerges as an 
early supporter of refugees is general and Christian refugees in particular. Indeed, he 
emerges as an unfailing and untiring champion for the 'non-Aryan' Christian. The 
reactions of Bishop Henson represent a more isolated response. He was an outspoken 
and uncompromising critic ofNazi antisemitism and racialism and was willing to 
denounce it at every turn. Conversely, Bishop Headlam, emerges as a de&nder of 
Nazi Germany. His public comments gave aspects of Nazism and particularly its 
antisemitism an acceptable face. Determined to dismiss the worst aspects of the 
regime and to downplay Jewish sufferings, he was at best oblivious to the Jewish 
situation, and at worst, hostile to it. Moreover, the weak reaction of Church 
colleagues and the Primate himself to Headlam demonstrates a 6ilure of nerve to 
con&ont uncomkrtable and antisemitic elements on the 'home 6ont'. 
The Christadelphian 611owship prove the exception to all the groups of this 
study Despite an ultra-congregational structure they effectively developed a corporate 
(community-wide) responseJews. Their breadth of response can be compared 
with the movement wide reaction of the Friends. Despite organisational differences 
and a markedly less public proGle, Christadelphians engaged as Quakers did to aid 
refugees throughout their polity at both grassroots and at 'leadership' levels. The 
most signiGcant difference between these two groups was one of policy direction: 
326 Christadelphians sought to aid solely Jewish refugees, whereas Quakers operated over 
a wider remit, developing a much more complex and fluid policy. Reaction within the 
fellowship was neither singular nor uniform when it came to practical care and 
contrasting pohcies developed in hostel care, and proselytizing activity. On 
fundraising^owever, commitment was uniquely dedicated to Jewish re&gees, either 
directly through donations to Jewish refugee organisations or via non-sectarian 
refugee committees where monies were specifically earmarked 6)r Jewish refugees. 
Throughout this thesis, a-leitmotif has been the influences of historical 
Christian attitudes to Jews in conjunction with the construction of the Jew as 'other' 
in both Christian and liberal discourse. Historical Christian attitudes to Jews and the 
liberal construction of Jew as 'other', acted as a inhibitor to empathy and practical 
action. Jews were viewed as 'future' Christians, awaiting conversion. Liberal society 
also viewed Jews in similar terms, an anachronistic group, retaining their 
'particularism', 6iling to fulGl the 'emancipation contract'. In this way, antisemitism 
was viewed by some Christians as induced by Jews themselves, through their actions 
or behaviour, hence Jews were partly responsible 6)r their own persecution. Under 
this rubric, the integration of German speaking Jewish refugees into British society 
required the removal of 'Jewishness' undermining the notion that a liberal society can 
tolerate 'dif&rence'. For the most part, except for a few notable Christian individuals, 
Christians did not identify Jews as a 'neighbour', so they did not act practically as 
'good Samaritans'. This is not to say Christians were unmoved by the situation as the 
demonstrates, but the inability to relate to Jews as Jews and to see 
beyond historical Christian and liberal constructions of Jews to identify Jews as 
'ordinary people', meant that they were unable to see Jews as deserving of practical 
aid and positive reception. 
In summary, Christian responses in Britain to Jewish and non-Jewish reAigees 
before 1939 remained the work of individuals, clerical and lay, who tried hard to 
bring the weight of their respective denominational machinery into action, but without 
much success. The limitations of the wider Christian response to the reAige crisis are 
demonstrated by the constraints under which refugee activists worked. Dedication by 
individuals was not enough to provide a solution to such a complex problem. Rather, 
effective Church leadership was necessary to engender denominational support for all 
refugees and for Jews as Jews. 
327 first degree were generally treated like 'iWr Jews, whereas A/ffcMwgg of the 
second degree were regarded as 'absorbable'. 
MfcAf (lit. 'non' Aryan). Nazi term to describe any person who were not of 
'Aryan' blood. This term applied to Jews and 
(lit. Pastor's Emergency League). Organization funded in January 
1934 in reaction to an attenq^t to suppress Aeedom of expression Aomthe pulpit. 
Many members of the League were later leaders of the Confessing Church. 
Enq)ire 
(lit. Reich flight tax). Instituted in 1931 to prevent the exit of 
capital 6om Germany. Used by Nazi government as a measure to seize assets of 
emigrating Jews. 
akr (lit. Reich Association of Jews in 
Germany). A compulsory organisation of all 'Jews by race' (as deGned under 
Nuremberg Laws of September 1935). It replaced the in 
February 1939 and was 'supervised' by the Gestapo. 
(Ut. Reich Representative Council of Jews 
in Germany). Independent organisation of German Jews headed by Rabbi Leo 
Baeck. Formed in 1933, it was dissolved in February 1939 to be replaced with the 
Nazi controlled 
Fb/&3^gg/Mgz7MgAa^ (lit. folk community). 'Aryan' German society. 
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